ProTeam Uprights

UPGRADE EFFICIENCY
Innovative features, powerful suction and advanced maneuverability for more efficient uprights.

UPGRADE YOUR UPRIGHT
DUAL MOTOR PERFORMANCE
Turn off the brush roll to vacuum
hard surfaces without scratching
them and turn it on for carpets

FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE
The Intercept Micro® Filter is the first of a
multi-stage filtration system that helps
improve Indoor Air Quality.

EXTENDED REACH
Clean hard-to-reach areas
with 24-inch wand & hose
that stretches to 8 feet

ProTeam ProGen® 12 & 15

PREMIUM ON-BOARD TOOLS
Easily accessible on-board tools with a
convenient wand for detail cleaning and
hard-to-reach areas.

ProTeam ProForce® 1200XP & 1500XP

Clean Better with Advanced Features
The ProGen has the added performance and
features to make it an instant hit with cleaning
professionals. Choose 12" or 15" width for
productivity in a variety of applications.

Exceptional Cleaning & High-Filtration
The ProForce uprights provide exceptional
cleaning in a high-filtration upright.
Choose 12" or 15" width for productivity
in a variety of applications.

EXCLUSIVE ANIMATED DASHBOARD
Alerts user to brush roll jam, airflow block
or full filter
COST OF OWNERSHIP

Durable construction, easy maintenance
LED LIGHTS THE WAY
& 3-year limited warranty assure a
Ultra-bright LED headlamps illuminate
higher return on investment
the cleaning path

WITHSTANDS HEAVY-DUTY USE
High-impact molded plastic to
withstand tough cleaning conditions

ADVANCED MANEUVERABILITY
Large rubberized wheels allow smooth
movement, tight turning radius and easy
threshold clearance
EFFICIENT DETAILING
Premium on-board tools allow detail
cleaning with maximum efficiency

REDUCED EMISSIONS
Easy access post-motor filters
made from HEPA media capture &
contain microscopic particulates
and carbon motor dust

MULTIPLE CLOG PORTS
Remove clogs without tools through four access
points: under the powerhead, at both ends of the
hose, and where the wand attaches to the base

LIGHTED DISPLAY
Alerts user to full filter, brush
roller on or jammed brush roll

COST OF OWNERSHIP
High-impact durable construction
and a 3-year warranty limited warranty
make for less spent on owning the ProForce

SERVICE WITHOUT TOOLS
Clear blockages & remove brush
roll without using tools

HEALTHIER AIR
Dual post-motor HEPA media filters capture and
contain allergens and asthma triggers

POWERFUL SUCTION
The high-performance dual motor
system maintains power to both the
brush roller and the suction motor

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Low profile, L-shaped head perfect for
vacuuming under and around furniture
and across different types of flooring
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
Light weight construction allows for
easier operation and less operator fatigue

“Great for an office environment.”

“Lightweight, suction is better & it cut down time.”

”I thought this vacuum was easy to maintain & use.”

“Love the clean-out mechanism.”

Jonathan Lewis | Memphis, Tennessee

Walter Mitchell | Wilwood, Missouri

Doug Hewling | Cincinnati, Ohio

Kevin Fox | Meadville, Pennsylvania

SINGLE OR DUAL MOTOR OPTIONS
Professional and Innovative Commercial Cleaning
Our top-of-the-line uprights have evolved into superior cleaning machines. These vacuums provide exceptional cleaning
in high filtration uprights to improve reach, durability, and Indoor Air Quality. Multiple head widths allow cleaners to
choose the best path for their facilities.
107329 ProGen 12 | 107330 ProGen 15

107251 ProForce 1200XP | 107252 ProForce 1500XP

Weight

17 lbs (12"), 18 lbs (15")

18 lbs

Airflow

100 CFM

96 CFM

Static Lift

93 in

84 in

Power

1100 W

924 W Dual Motor

Amperage

9.8 A

10 A

Decibel

69 dBA

67 dBA

Capacity

3.25 qt. / 3 L

3.25 qt. / 3 L

ProLevel Filtration®
w/HEPA Media

captures up to 97.44% at .3 microns (12")

captures up to 97.33% at .3 microns (12")

captures up to 98.36% at .3 microns (15")

captures up to 98.73% at .3 microns (15")

Cord Length

40' (12"), 50' (15")

50'

Warranty

3 years - parts, labor and motor, limited lifetime
warranty on molded body parts (except wear items)

3 years - parts, labor and motor, limited lifetime
warranty on molded body parts (except wear items)

Certification

UL Listed to US and Canadian Safety Standards
(UL 1017/CSA C22.2 No 243), CRI Seal of Approval,
CRI Rating - Certified Silver

UL Listed to US and Canadian Safety Standards
(UL 1017/CSA C22.2 No 243), CRI Seal of Approval,
CRI Rating - Certified Bronze

To Reorder Intercept Micro Filters:
Contact your local ProTeam distributor or
ProTeam Customer Service to find a local
distributor. Filters can also be purchased at
proteam.emerson.com.
# 107377 Intercept
Micro Filter for
ProGen

# 103483 Intercept
Micro Filter for
ProForce

proteam.emerson.com
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